
Green Earth Recycling Activity 

 

This academic school year, the Lionheart Society has added another new project called 
Green Earth Recycling Activity. This scheme is initiated in conjunction with two of our 
very successful existing projects, Green Roof Project and Green Light Project and is 
concentrated mainly on recycling within the school community. 

Green Earth Recycling aims to raise awareness of the proper management of 
recyclable items and educate students about the importance of recycling as well as its 
benefits. Involving the entire Harrow community in a realistic recycling scheme can 
definitely improve the conservation habits of everyone, making it a part of students’ lives 
not only at school but also at home and in the future. 

Implementing a recycling and waste prevention program is simple and straightforward. 
This includes installing properly placarded garbage bins conveniently around the entire 
school campus and boarding house area; most especially near vending machines 
where plastic bottles, beverage cartons and soda cans may be found in abundance. 
Students may also be encouraged to bring in to school the same items from home as 
well as discarded light bulbs. A weekly waste/trash collection, segregation and cleaning 
will be performed by students who participate in this activity. Prizes await for those who 
can contribute the most number of recyclable items from home. 

Another Green Earth Recycling activity objective is to promote paper recycling. Paper is 
one of the main forms of waste created by schools, making it a major contributor to the 
entire school’s daily rubbish. There are two types of used paper, one-sided and two-
sided. This activity includes setting up a paper collection scheme by placing used paper 
boxes that are clearly labeled for everyone to put used paper in instead of just dumping 
them into garbage bins. The empty side of the one-sided used paper may be used 
again while the used two-sided paper would be completely disposed for recycling. 

The Lionheart Society is very pleased that the school acknowledges this new project 
making Green Earth Recycling an official after-school activity. This allows many 
students who are seeking for any opportunity to partake in an eco-friendly scheme to be 
active participants in this simple yet effective community service project while earning 
credits for the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award.   

 

 

 


